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Let us, however, not forget the particular circumstances under which we are

writing. . . . We shall speak, not as wrongly so-called “insurrectos,” but as

“Americanistas” who have not ceased to be Filipinos. . . .

—Apolinario Mabini, “The Message of President McKinley”1

What has happened. . . . is that strong foreign cultures have struck root in a

new and fertile soil. . . . The process has not been at all the fancied “assimila-

tion” [of foreigners]. Rather has it been a process of their assimilation of us—

I speak as an Anglo-Saxon.

—Randolph S. Bourne, “Trans-National America”2

THE PHILIPPINE REVOLUTION & US IMPERIAL GEOPOLITICS

“Pacific Rim” or “trans-Pacific” discourse and the notion of an American

“Pacific Century,” as late twentieth-century expressions of the American

transnational, are not recent inventions, at least not in the ways 1990s

critical work generally seems to have advened.3 U.S. Treaty of Paris

Commission negotiator Whitelaw Reid, to cite just one example among

many, strenuously advocated for Philippine annexation after the 1898

Spanish-American War “for American energy to build up such a com-

mercial marine on the Pacific Coast as should ultimately convert the

Pacific Ocean into an American lake, making it far more our own than

the Atlantic Ocean is now Great Britain’s.”4 This kind of geostrategic

American politics and discourse that posited the Asia-Pacific as its object

of desire quickly began to operate and proliferate after the republic’s
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most articulate visionaries declared the USA’s Manifest Destiny in the

early nineteenth century, and more especially, after the republic survived

its bitter sectional conflicts. Such a trans-Pacific American geopolitics

discursively and actually reached its apotheosis in the multiple contexts

and unusual occasions offered the USA by, first, the unequal treaty that

was inked with the Hawaiian Kingdom; then the compromise with

Britain and Germany over the disposition of the Samoan islands; and

finally the extraterritorial leavings that were the spoils of the war with

Spain. These key developments in the USA’s trans-Pacific extraterrito-

rialism notably occurred throughout and serially punctuated the last

quarter of the nineteenth-century.

For Reid and many nineteenth-century American imperial ideologues

(such as the irrepressible expansionist William Henry Seward, the fabled

naval theorist Alfred Thayer Mahan, and even later, the geopolitician of

American frontierism, Frederick Jackson Turner, etc.), the Pacific was a

vast space that kept the USA from the dream of a “China Emporium of

American Commerce” and an envisioned relationship with Japan as the

“spearhead for the commercial penetration of Northeast Asia.”5 This vast

Pacific needed to be overcome in a bounding cognitive leap, redrawn

from its previous zonings in mercantile-capitalist and Exploration-era

colonial cartographs, and effectively made over into—paraphrasing

Reid, in Turnerian terms—maritime and archipelagic “frontiers” for an

imperially emergent United States.

Indeed, amidst the immense oceanic expanse were insignificant

looking island groups that could be used as naval outposts and “coaling

stations,” including the Philippine and Hawaiian archipelagoes (geo-

strategic clusters of which were to be formally annexed, on various

pretexts, at various times, throughout much of the twentieth century,

beginning with the nearly-simultaneous Philippine and Hawaiian annex-

ations of 1898). Not for nothing then that the most distinctive American

contribution to the burgeoning turn-of-the-century science of geopoli-

tics—otherwise largely Germanic in its provenance and elaborations—

was Mahanite navalism, which made of sea power and maritime

territories an equally, if not more, significant plank of national and impe-

rial expansionism.6

With some highly-contingent and creatively pragmatic maneuvers as

a Pacific power, and with the conquest of the Philippines substantially

consolidated by the 1930s, the United States subsequently managed to
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establish and control a formidable trans-Pacific network of “200-Mile

Exclusive Economic Zones” and a complex of naval-military facilities.7

These are currently constellated through Guam and American Samoa as

“unincorporated territories,” the Northern Marianas as a “Common-

wealth,” Hawaii as the only non-continental state, and the Republic of

Belau as the last remaining “trust territory” of the federal union, includ-

ing offshore bases in Okinawa, Japan, and East Asian subaltern territo-

ries like South Korea and Taiwan. Such territories, zones, and outposts

constitute the world-system that is clearly dominated by the United

States at present. It is an American world-system in the Asia-Pacific that

is traceable to an extended history of American imperial desire and mod-

ern power geopolitics, the realization of which, as I contend in this essay,

was fatally predicated upon the defeat and containment of the Philippine

Revolution at the turn of the century.

The 1896–98 Philippine Revolution (first phase) came at the tail-end

of the nineteenth-century nationalist struggles against Iberian colonial-

ism in the Americas and effectively marked the end of the Spanish

empire. But while it was the last of the Spanish Crown colonies to secede,

the Philippines also became the site of what is generally acknowledged

as the first modern and anticolonial revolution in Asia. That Revolution

instituted an insurgent government by 1898 and a republic by January

1899, at precisely the points when Spanish power was being eclipsed by

the arrival of the United States as a new player on the arena of global

imperial politics. Led by politicized factions of the emergent mestizo and

native bourgeoisie, it mobilized a largely peasant-based soldiery and a

multi-ethnic mass base in strategic provinces and in the major islands.

Like most nationalist movements, it had its own generous share of

internecine power struggles, ethnic and class conflicts, bourgeois/folk

messianism, Enlightenment conceits, and patriarchal-masculinist struc-

tures and idiolects.8 But what probably distinguishes it from others, even

from the contemporaneous Cuban Revolution of 1895–98 (to which it

invites immediate comparison), was its particular misfortune of being

tightly constricted between the death rattle of an old colonial regime

(Spain) and the birth pangs of a new imperial power (USA).9 Among the

first to note the implications of this peculiar predicament of the

Philippine Revolution was Apolinario Mabini, perhaps the most vision-

ary, radical, and prolific of its organic intellectuals.
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APOLINARIO MABINI (1864–1903) AND THE PREHISTORY OF THE

AMERICAN TRANSNATIONAL

In this essay, I engage the critical thought of Apolinario Mabini, as

indicated in particular in his 1899 essay “¿Cuál es la Verdadera Misión

de la Revolución Filipina? [What is the Real Mandate of the Philippine

Revolution?],” published in the second volume of his La Revolución
Filipina.10 La Revolución Filipina is typically read as, and for its, damn-

ing critique of the weaknesses or handicaps besetting the Revolution and

characterizing Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo’s leadership, but it is, I would

argue, much more valuable for its prescient foresight on and critical

precautions against a future Asia-Pacific constellated and traversed by

American empire-building and pragmatic geopolitics. For heuristic pur-

poses I have framed this consideration in Mabini’s critical legacy by an

epigrammatic reference to a related text that Harper’s Weekly published

in its 26 May 1900 number, “The Message of President McKinley.”11 In

this polemic, it is noteworthy that a presumably anti-American voice like

Mabini’s could “speak as an Americanista (Americanist)” without ceas-

ing to be “Filipino”—a speech act from the past which, to my mind, offers

a very early example of a perfect transnational trope.

I suggest that, in these and a number of other articulate and equable

manifestations, Mabini effectively limned a nascent theory of American

imperial geopolitics and pragmatics to explain the zero-sum investment

developed by the United States in the containment and defeat of the

Philippine Revolution, and in the making of its trans-Pacific empire

which was to make this Revolution that empire’s first and most major

casualty. But while he was devoted to this task of understanding the stiff

price and destructive violence exacted by the USA as an emergent New

Empire on La Revolución Filipina, it should be clear that Mabini was

never exclusively nationalist even as he was reductively tagged by

American antagonists as an “irreconcilable.” Merely a cursory review of

his many writings shows that he had often argued against American

imperialists with an amazing willingness and capacity, on his part, to

inhabit the Other’s space and be empathetic to the Other’s stakes. In

short, he always took seriously, and engaged closely, what the USA’s

imperialist ideologues had to say regarding their advocacy for Philippine

colonization: from President William McKinley in Washington, D.C.,

to campaigning American generals on the ground.

I then conclude with some preliminary speculations on the post-con-

temporary significance of Mabini and the Philippine Revolution in the
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Age of Empire, including the central point that they have much to teach

us about being truly trans-national/ists. Arguably, one can count Mabini’s

critical thought—and the momentous contexts within which he devel-

oped it—as properly constituting an important part of the “prehistory”

of our transnational conjuncture and what distinguished Twain scholar

and ex-ASA President Shelley Fisher Fishkin calls “the transnational

turn in American Studies” in the present.12 I elaborate this historic and

political charge of Mabini’s thought and the Philippine Revolution,

which may rile those who insist on a technical definition of transnation-

alism as something specific only to our nominal present, in the discussion

that follows.

Apolinario Mabini was born to a small landholding but perennially

poverty-prone family in Talaga barrio, Tanauan town, Philippine prov-

ince of Batangas on 23 July 1864. Undaunted by a difficult boyhood

where he had to labor early to help his mother augment the meager family

income, he nonetheless remained in frail health for much of his youth

and life, up to his untimely death in 1903. His precocity in childhood and

his brilliance as a part-time student were much remarked upon by con-

temporaries, as were his arduous struggles, through many interruptions

and frequent self-supporting work, to obtain formal education through

all levels of the Spanish colonial educational system. Mabini’s educa-

tional achievements across an extended period (capping in his gradua-

tion with a licentiate in jurisprudence from the Dominican University of

Santo Tomas in 1894 and his eventual admission to the colonial bar) are

now the stuff of legend. Even more legendary was how he came to the

notice of General Emilio Aguinaldo around the recrudescence of the

Philippine Revolution in early 1898 with the return of Aguinaldo from

his Hong Kong exile.13

Mabini served as a political advisor to General Aguinaldo from June

1898 to his formal appointment as the Premier of the republican cabinet

and Minister of Foreign Affairs in January 1899 (he was replaced in this

capacity four months from this date by Pedro Paterno, a leader of the

conservative faction of the republican congress, owing to ideological dis-

putes). Mabini drew up the plans for a provisional/transitional govern-

ment on the local and central levels as the Filipino revolutionists made

territorial gains against the Spanish colonial state at an accelerated pace

from June 1898 onwards. He is also credited with the authorship of many

of Gen. Aguinaldo’s decrees, proclamations, and statements during the

mid-to-late 1898 standoff of the “insurgents” with Spain and the American

expeditionary and occupation forces.
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It must be remarked here that for his propaganda and agitation work

in the mid-to-late 1890s, he was initially imprisoned by the Spanish regime

for nine months (from October 1896), and was only spared the harsher

treatments that were meted to his colleagues after he was paralyzed by

a stroke before the August 1896 revolutionary outbreak. Captured by

advancing American forces in December 1899, a few months after the

eruption of war with the Americans, he was eventually deported to Guam

(after being held under extended house arrest) by a still-embryonic

American colonial government as an “irreconcilable” in January 1901.

He remained in exile on this island for two years and was only allowed

to return to the Philippines after being compelled to take the customary

oath of allegiance to the insular US government (the precondition set

down by American proconsuls for his repatriation). Amidst these expe-

riences, he produced an entire oeuvre that sought to give ideological

guidance to the Revolution, to justify it in the terms of natural law and

international jurisprudence, and to sustain partisan morale/fervor.14

Mabini died of cholera in relative obscurity almost three months after

his repatriation in early 1903.

THE AGE OF EMPIRE

The two epigraphs from Apolinario Mabini and Randolph Bourne

with which I commenced this critical essay mark the turning point (1900)

and the endpoint (1916) of a crucial period in modern history: what some

writers have dubbed the epoch of “high imperialism” or what Eric

Hobsbawm has called, in his magisterial book, the “Age of Empire,”

roughly from the mid-1870s to the Great War (WWI). It was a period

when, as V.I. Lenin has so famously put it, “the colonial policy of the

capitalist countries has completed the seizure of the unoccupied territo-

ries on our planet [and] for the first time the world is completely divided

up, so that in the future only redivision is possible.”15

Lenin was certainly referring to the global territorial annexations by

a small corps of imperial nation-states which, as Hobsbawm (following

Lenin) also acutely reminds us, were “capitalist core countries.”16 These

capitalist countries, the most prominent being Great Britain, France,

Belgium, and more lately, the emergent powers of Germany, Japan, and

the United States, were then displaying ample signs of what the Russian

cosmopolitan intellectual J.A. Novicow critically diagnosed by 1901 as

the affliction of “kilometritis” (kilométrite), an “idolatry of square
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kilometers.”17 The locus classicus for such characterization and com-

prehension of world history during this period is, of course, the now-

canonical book by the liberal British critic of empire J. A. Hobson,

Imperialism: A Study, upon which text Lenin based a substantive part of

his theoretical formulations on “imperialism” as the “highest,” “special,”

or “latest,” or more specifically, “monopoly,” stage of capitalism.18

Extrapolating from Hobson’s estimates—drawn from official sources

and the Statesman’s Year Book of H.C. Morris—Lenin reckoned that, by

1900, 98.9% of Polynesia (sometimes called Oceania but actually

meaning Pacific basin/island territories), 90.4% of Africa (especially

after the Scramble of 1884–1886), 56.6% of Asia, and 27.2% of the

Americas were placed under various (but largely colonial) forms of

Euro-American dominion. Extending Hobson’s own periodizing argu-

ments up to 1914, tweaking a bit Hobson’s geopolitical statistical data

and supplementing them with updated information from the geographer

A. Supan’s research, Lenin lists Great Britain as acquiring, on the eve

of WWI, a grand total of 33.5 million square kilometers; France, 10.6

million square kilometers; Germany, 2.9 million square kilometers; the

USA, 0.3 million square kilometers; and Japan, 0.3 million square kilo-

meters, among the more noteworthy imperial expansions. It was in the

context of this substantially accomplished inter-imperial and monopo-

listic appropriation of global real estate that Lenin famously advocated

for a reading of the Great War as yet another momentous and immensely

violent attempt at a redivision of the planet among the monopoly-capi-

talist powers.19

The Age of Empire was indeed a pure, and because of the epic slaugh-

ter through which it was accomplished by way of and culminating in

WWI, bloody, spectacle in kilométrite. But as Hobsbawm acutely notes,

“what is spectacular is not necessarily most important,” adding that for

many thinkers since the 1890s and throughout this period (eventuating

in Lenin’s grand synthesis), “what seemed a new phase in the general

pattern of national and international development” singularly gripped

their focus. In Leninist terms, what commended itself to contemporary

analysts was “a new phase in capitalist development,” when Capital

became financial in cast because of increasing monopoly and concen-

tration, of which empire and the wars fought over it as a political form

only seemed to be “the most striking aspects.” Furthermore, an indis-

putable fact about this period, beginning in the nineteenth century, was

“the creation of a single global economy, progressively reaching into the
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most remote corners of the world, an increasingly dense web of eco-

nomic transactions, communications and movements of goods, money,

and people linking the developed countries with each other and with the

underdeveloped world.”20

It seems to me that, with few qualifications, Hobsbawm here could

have just as well been describing our current transnational moment, with

the difference that rather than a multipolar imperial regime as with the

Age of Empire, the US now unilaterally and monopolistically rules the

global roost, even with its coalition politics and maneuvers from the Gulf

War of Bush I to the Iraq War of Bush II, to rein in the United Nations

in the first, and “willing” others in the second.

MABINI ON THE TRANSNATIONAL CIRCUITS OF THE REVOLUTION

In estimating the ramifications of American intervention in the Rev-

olution during the crucial month of August 1898, Apolinario Mabini

wearily observed, “We have not yet finished the war with Spain, and we

must not provoke another with America. We are not in a position to con-

duct two wars” (as quoted by journalist Leon Wolff).21 Wolff does not

document this quote (almost certainly a paraphrase), which specifically

refers to Mabini’s forebodings about an untimely war between the

Philippine revolutionary army and the American expeditionary and oc-

cupation forces after the latter outflanked and excluded the former in the

notoriously scripted attack on Spanish-held Manila on 13 August 1898.

Mabini recalls counseling General Aguinaldo “que procurase evitar a

toda costa el conflicto, porque de lo contrario tendríamos dos enemigos

y la consecuencia más probable sería la repartición de las Islas entre

ambos [to avoid the conflict at all costs because otherwise we would be

facing two enemies, and the most probable result would be the partition

of the islands between them].”22 The extreme delicacy of the situation

for the revolutionists, before and after the now infamous mock Battle of

Manila which flagrantly excluded the Filipinos as combatants, drove

Mabini to urge Aguinaldo to exercise prudence and tact in fending off,

while also containing, the American advance(s).23

For in being (with the Cuban Revolution) the last of the epic nine-

teenth-century anti-Spanish national liberation struggles but also the first

of its kind in the Asia-Pacific region now shortly facing the specter of a

newly aspiring conqueror, the Philippine Revolution thus bore the dou-

ble distinction of dissolving the Spanish imperium (its victory would
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sound the final death knell for the once mighty empire) and portending

future Asian nationalisms (being the first in Asia, it could supply the

model for future others to follow). But this double distinction, corre-

spondingly, required of the Philippine Revolution a double burden, a fact

none or precious few of its historians and students, critically or affirma-

tively, ever seemed to have appreciated.24 The double burden consisted

in these: this Revolution’s triumph was necessary to signal the decline

of old-world colonialism in Asia even as it had to face, immediately and

without rest, what the United States was to signify and exercise as a neo-

colonial form of power in the century to follow.25 For a Revolution so

young, almost spontaneous in its occurrence, and a fledgling republic so

fragile and not yet effectively consolidated, this double burden certainly

proved much too much to bear.

Mabini recognized this inordinately symbolic weight and handicap of

the Philippine Revolution with characteristic prescience. “Preguntad a

Inglaterra, Rusia, Francia, Alemania, Holanda, Portugal y otras poten-

cias ávidas de colonizar. . . . [Ask England, Russia, France, Germany,

Holland, Portugal and other greedy powers],” Mabini wrote in 1899, and

“y veréis cómo tiemblan todas por sus colonias habidas y las que aun

esperan haber en el ansiado reparto de China. . . . [and you will see how

greatly they fear for their colonial possessions and even those they expect

to acquire in the covetous partition of China. . . .]” To Mabini’s perspi-

cacious mind, the Philippine Revolution—especially in its second phase

as a war of resistance against the United States’ invasion—served as the

unacknowledged locus of these anxieties which he observed percolating

among the great imperial nations. Concerning these powers’s own

largely unarticulated stakes in the outcome of the Philippine revolution-

ary conflict, Mabini continued: “Todas ellas saben mejor que nosotros

que la Revolución filipina es contagiosa, muy contagiosa; que lleva en

su seno volcánico el germen de la fiebre amarilla o de la peste bubónica,

mortal para sus intereses coloniales. . . . [They all know better than we

do that the Philippine Revolution is contagious, very contagious: it

nurses within its explosive womb the seeds of epidemic disease deadly

to their colonial interests. . . .].”26

These other sources of hostility to the Revolution not only compounded

the difficulties that the United States posed as an intervening power but

also disabled all attempts by the revolutionists to secure international

recognition of their active belligerency and provisional government.27

Although foisted on the Revolution by circumstances beyond its leaders’s
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control, such a handicap with the imperial powers as faced it was some-

thing that Mabini felt the Revolution was required to accept as a neces-

sary and inescapable given. Asking himself by what “true ends” (el
verdadero fin) the Philippine Revolution was bound, he declares and

interrogates, in tones both serious and suffused with half-mocking

ironies:

. . . . nuestro humilde entender, tiene por único objeto y término final de sus

aspiraciones mantener viva y fulgurante, en la Oceanía, la antorcha de la
libertad y civilización, para que, iluminando la noche tenebrosa en que hoy
yace, envilecida y degradada la raza malaya, muestre a ésta el camino de su
emancipación social. ¿Que nos hemos vuelto locos y hemos dicho una

necedad? ¿Que sostenemos una utopía, una quimera engendrada por nuestra

imaginación enferma?

. . . . in our humble judgment, its singular objective and the ultimate purpose

of its aspirations is to maintain alive and aflame in Oceania, the beacon of
freedom and civilization, so that its light shining in the dark night of our
debasement as a Malayan people, will show the way to social emancipation.

Have we gone insane and said something nonsensical? Are we upholding a

utopia, a chimera sprouting from our infirm imagination?28

Mabini, then, was quite clear on what the Philippine Revolution repre-

sented to the Euro-American corps of empire-states. As he positively

affirmed, “que puede constituir en día no muy lejano el dique insuperable

contra sus ambiciones desbordadas [In the immediate future, (our Revo-

lution) could constitute the insuperable dam against their deluvial ambi-

tions].”29

Little wonder then that in spite of a master plan and systematic cam-

paign for legitimating their revolution/republic in the international realm

and given these inter-imperial investments in their defeat, they naturally

failed to elicit endorsements or even some form of assistance from sup-

posed sympathizers like the German Kaiser and the Japanese Emperor.

Sandwiched between two contending powers, more or less desired as

potential subjects by others like Britain, and chronically pressed for

funds, arms, and supplies, the Filipino revolutionists seemed doomed to

“fail” from the beginning.30 Recalling the almost-quixotic persistence

with which the Filipino revolutionists battled against these odds while

emphasizing the real and ultimate goal of their enterprise, Mabini, in

another passage from La Revolución Filipina, declares:
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Hemos luchado convencidos de que nuestro deber y dignidad nos exigían el

sacrificio de defender mientras podíamos nuestras libertades, porque sin ellas

la igualdad social entre la casta dominante y la población indígena sería prac-

ticamente imposible, y así no lograríamos establecer perfecta justicia entre

nosotros; pero sabíamos que no tardarían en agotarse nuestros escasos medios

y que nuestra derrota sería inevitable.

[We have fought convinced that our dignity and sense of duty demanded the

sacrifice of defending our freedoms for as long as we were able, since with-

out them social equality between the hegemonic class and the native popu-

lace would be impossible in practice and perfect justice among us could not

be established. Yet we knew that our sparse resources would be exhausted

before long and our defeat was inevitable].31

Here the quest for “defending freedoms” and “perfect justice” activates

the registers of post-Enlightenment thought endemic to late nineteenth-

century Filipino nationalist writings. The goal of the Revolution resided

in restructuring native society to make it equitable and perfectible for its

future citizens who had formerly languished as hierarchized and debased

subjects of a tyrannical colonial order.32 But what commands immediate

attention is the tone of resignation to the anticipated defeat, which loss

was deliverable not so much by dissension from within revolutionary

ranks (recognized as contributive in itself) as by imperialist dissent from

without.

This fatalistic tone counterpointed the triumphalism expressed in the

secret correspondence, state papers, and the international propaganda

generated by the revolutionary government and its various organs. But

apart from following certain rhetorical stratagems and lines of reason-

ing that were adopted to represent the Filipino cause to a global audience,

this “tone” also sought to sustain internal discipline and morale. As the

revolutionary army, junta, and fledgling republic suffered setback after

setback in their moves against American interventionist aggression, with

no recognition of their political stature and status forthcoming from the

other powers, this fatalism paradoxically acquired a certain moral reso-

nance. Propagandists and ideologues like Apolinario Mabini, and broad-

sides circulated internationally by the Comité Central Filipino based in

Hong Kong, made a virtue of weakness and disadvantage when the

Revolution was arrayed against the formidable resources and yet sym-

bolic (or political) handicaps of the colluding and competing empires. It
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was as if, consigned to the margins of imperialist politics yet represent-

ing a central threat to inter-imperial interests, the revolutionists saw

negotiation from disadvantage as enabling other strategies and forms of

triumph. Again, as Mabini had so presciently recognized with the revo-

lutionary recourse to diplomatic politics and reasoned discourse in the

face of an aspiring colonizer increasingly set to adopt a genocidal war

strategy, “Habiéndose despreciado la diplomacia como arma propia del

débil, la lucha hubo de cesar solamente cuando los revolucionarios

dejaron de tener medios para continuarla [As diplomacy has been dis-

missed as the weapon of the weak, the struggle would only cease once

the revolutionaries exhaust the means to sustain it].”33

The Revolution, in other words, was not simply going to be, and was

never only, a Filipino affair, for it involved rather forbidding global com-

plications beyond the overthrow of the Spanish theocratic state.34 There

were the United States and other powers with their differing investments

in the simultaneous destruction and redemption of Spanish imperial pres-

tige and in the redivision of the world’s territorial and economic spoils.

Forced to accede to a reinsertion into the shifting global order of empire-

states, the new nation could only bargain or negotiate for the moral and

material resources needed for social reconstruction and political consol-

idation but which remained in the hands of powerful Others. The con-

stancy with which strategists like Mabini and revolutionary organs like

the Comité Central Filipino studied the international dimensions of the

struggle that they coordinated can only strike us in the present as some-

thing marked by pathos and yet evincingly admirable. Familiar with in-

ternational and natural law, steeped in post-Enlightenment humanism,

and versed in international political affairs/developments, they mediated

between the external forces and those within their ranks who preferred

to view the Revolution as a purely domestic problem and exclusively a

matter of internal consolidation. Their political cosmopolitanism deci-

sively shaped the diplomatic and subsequent propaganda campaigns that

were launched through the Junta/Committee in Hong Kong. This rhetor-

ical line precisely undertook to make political-cultural capital out of the

utter marginality that came with being a fledgling republic in the age of

imperial nations.

As Mabini baldfacedly conceded, but with that characteristic sting

from which many of his discursive foes smarted and for which he had

earned, in the case of some, their grudging respect:
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Es innegable que el Tratado de París legitima el traspaso a los E. U. de

América de la acción de España sobre Filipinas. . . . Tomamos aquí por

norma de la legitimidad, no la justicia absoluta, sino esa relativa establecida

por el tácito consenso de las grandes potencias, bautizado para gloria y

engrandecimiento de éstas y en perjuicio y ruina de las débiles con el pom-

poso nombre de derecho internacional, esa justicia relativa que suele san-

tificar los más estupendas, cuya sanción reguladora es la razón de la fuerza

y no la fuerza de la razón.

[We are unable to deny that the Treaty of Paris legalizes the transfer of

Spain’s control over the Philippines to the United States. . . . Thus we take

as legitimate norm not absolute but relative justice, established and chris-

tened through the tacit consensus of the great powers, for their glory and

aggrandizement, to the disadvantage and devastation of the weak, in the

pompous name of international law. It is this relative justice that customarily

hallows the most marvellous usurpations, whose governing sanction is the

reason of force and not the force of reason].35

SOME CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

I first and dimly understood the word ‘transnational’ through inde-

pendent reading and immersion in the prolific critical work of the late

Filipino nationalist intellectual Renato Constantino, while starting out

as an undergraduate major in Filipino language and Philippine literature

at the University of the Philippines College (Baguio) in the late 1970s.36

This was therefore long before its now lusty currency and proliferation

as a term—at least, since the early 1990s—to describe the New World

Order, and as a category of postmodern political and cultural critique.

Constantino had used the term to identify and specify an omnibus orga-

nizational expression of late capitalism’s global reach and its tentacular

grips over the postcolonial Filipino economy: the ‘transnational corpo-

ration’ (or in his shorthand, the ‘TNCs’). Along with a few farsighted

contemporary analysts, Constantino sought to explicate, in a preliminary

way, capitalism’s new and flexible regimes of accumulation across

national frontiers and in excess or abjuration of what used to be its na-

tional expressions and fealties (others would later call this kind of trans-

national capitalism, in the particular case of American capitalism,

‘post-Fordist.’37)

Reflecting upon Constantino’s work now, I am struck by a haunting

sense of déjà vu. Much of the descriptive and explanatory power of his
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anti-imperial and anticapitalist critique seems to hark back to Lenin’s,

and Mabini’s time, to the Age of Empire and its curious amalgams and

disjunctions of economic and territorial monopoly. It was a time when

the world was welded into one dominated by empire/s yet simultane-

ously and fitfully redrawn by bloody border wars. It was a time when a

national liberation movement could be snuffed out at its infancy through

the alliance of the great powers, otherwise divided amongst themselves

by real and competing capitalist investments. It was a time when a New

Empire, the USA, (or also more generally what Hobson called the ‘new

Imperialism’) could spectacularly and uncompromisingly announce its

advent, and begin to build its formidable edifice on that seemingly in-

significant Revolution’s mangled remains.

But it was also a time, especially at its provisional endpoint of 1916,

when an American, a citizen of the emergent New Empire, could go

against the tide and seek to overturn his own country’s now-calcifying

nationalist, militarist, and imperialist shibboleths.

In the late 1990s, while on a visiting faculty appointment at New York

University to help organize a conference and book project dealing with

the Philippine-American War of 1899 and contemporary Filipino trans-

national and diasporic formation, I was alerted, in the research I

conducted for this particular project, to an even earlier use of ‘transna-

tional.’ I refer to the immensely insightful 1916 essay, “Trans-National

America” by the American public intellectual and antiwar activist

Randolph Bourne.38 Bourne had used the term to critique nationalist or

assimilationist visions and fictions of America, in light of the “dissensus”

which he saw characterizing American society over, and in the wake of,

President Woodrow Wilson’s abandonment of neutrality during the

Great War (WWI). He also used it as a startling modifier on that proper

name, America, so as to reflect what he deemed was a much more com-

plex and multivocal process of American national formation than that

allowed by the prevailing nationalist American theory of assimilation.

In calling this other and ideal America ‘Trans-National,’ Bourne boldly

advocated for a conception of the United States as something strikingly

global in microcosm, given its already and markedly multinational pop-

ulation at the time.39 Correspondingly, he challenged Americans, espe-

cially the young, to abandon the “parochialism and provincialism” of

their elders, and to actively cultivate an outlook or self-image of “cos-

mopolitanism” that eschews the “national self-feeling” induced by what

he sneeringly dubbed the “orthodox nationalistic game.”40
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From the midpoint of Mabini’s moment (1900) to the endpoint of

Bourne’s (1916), the Age of Empire also produced, perhaps necessitated,

the incipient kinds of radical transnationalism and critical cosmopoli-

tanism that either figure embodied, each in his own ways and specific

circumstances. As should be obvious from their examples, and the lat-

ter-day’s case of Renato Constantino, there is nothing unprecedented or

even radically new about our current usage and understandings of trans-

nationalism and the term transnational, at least in that species of current

transdisciplinary writing which construes our conjuncture as an epochal

break from periods long past and presumably forgotten.41
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